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Georgia Southern University

Women's Tennis Completes First Tournament of the Fall
The Eagles will now travel to Blacksburg, Virginia to compete in the Hokie Fall Invite

Aaron Socha
Women's Tennis
Posted: 9/24/2018 11:03:00 AM

STATESBORO, Ga. – This past weekend the Georgia Southern women's tennis team competed in their first tournament of the fall, after last weekend was canceled due to hurricane Florence. The tournament was moved to Charleston Southern this weekend and the five Eagles that competed were Arianne De Winter, Paula Boixader, Charlotte van Diemen, Mila Hartig and Luisa Hrda.

Doubles Results
De Winter/Boixader (GASO) def. Scott/Imparato (CHAR) 6-4
Ericson/Man (CSU) def. De Winter/Boixader (GASO), 6-1
De Winter/Boixader (GASO) def. Nyikos/Palaska (CofC), 6-4
Lee/Safont (CHAR) def. Hartig/Hrda (GASO), 6-1
Hartig/Hrda (GASO) def. Koerner/Morar (CSU), 6-3
Woodson/Yates (CofC) def. Hrda/Hartig (GASO), 6-3

Singles Results
Filippa Ericson (CSU) def. Arianne De Winter (GASO), 7-6 (7-3), 6-2
Arianne De Winter (GASO) def. Clara Errard (CoC), 3-6, 6-1, 10-6
Paula Boixader (GASO) def. Nevena Georgieva (CSU), 6-1, 6-4
Eva Nyikos (CoC) def. Paula Boixader (GASO), 6-3, 6-1
Mila Hartig (GASO) def. Michelle Schmitz (CSU), 6-3, 6-2
Anastasia Palanka (CoC) def. Mila Hartig (GASO), 6-2, 6-1
Mila Hartig (GASO) def. Liz Williams (CSU), 6-2, 6-1
Madalina Man (CSU) def. Luisa Hrda (GASO), 6-2, 6-7, 10-1
Catalina Medici (CoC) def. Luisa Hrda (GASO), 6-3, 6-0
Michelle Schmitz (CSU) def. Luisa Hrda (GASO), 9-6, 7-6, 13-11
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